Recently, Paskov reported that, the use of a certain pseudo-random number generator, ranl (), which is given in Numerical Recipes in C First Edition, makes Monte Carlo simulations for pricing financial derivatives converge to wrong values.
given in Numerical Recipes in C First Edition, makes Monte Carlo simulations for pricing financial derivatives converge to wrong values.
In this paper, we trace Paskov's experiment, investigate the characteristics and the generation algorithm of the pseudo-random number generator in question, and explain why the wrong convergence occur. We also present a method for avoiding such wrong convergence.
A variance reduction procedure is applied together with the method to obtain more precise value, and the effectiveness is examined.
INTRODUCTION
Monte Carlo methods are effective for pricing some financial derivatives, especially when the price cannot be calculated analytically because it depends on the historical movement of the underlying variable or on multiple underlying variables (Hull 1993) . For example, the payoffs of look-back options depend on the maximum or minimum prices of underlying assets during the lives of the options. The prices of such options are therefore difficult to calculate analytically, but easy to estimate by Monte Carlo simulation. On the other hand, there are two major drawbacks to using Monte Carlo methods in finance.
One is that the y cannot be smoothly applied to pricing American options, which can be exercised early, and the simulation therefore requires some optimal strategy for the exercise.
This problem has been studied by Tilley (Tilley 1993) and Broadie and Glasserman (Broadie and Glasserman 1995) . The other is the amount of computation time. Sometimes hundreds of thousands of simulation paths are necessary to obtain the required accuracy. Further, for hedging purposes, the sensitivities of the result to small changes in the ini- Consequently, the Monte Carlo method with "random" sequences is still effective. Further, it is important not only to regard ranl () as a random number generator with a poor performance, but also to investigate why the simulation converged to wrong values in Paskov's experiment.
The objectives of this paper are to identify why the wrong values are obtained with ran 1(), and to present a method for avoiding such wrong convergence.
In section 2, we trace Paskov's experiment by using a pass-through Mortgage Backed Security (MBS), which is simpler than CMO in the sense that it has no tranches. In section 3, we investigate the cycle and the generation algorithm of ranlo and show why the Monte Carlo simulations converge to wrong values. We also present a method for avoiding the problem, and examine the effectiveness of a variance reduction procedure for obtaining a more precise result. Finally, we summarize this paper in section 4. If m, a and c are properly chosen, the period of the sequence will be equal to m.
In ran lo, one generator ixl with ml := 259,200, al = 7, 141, and c1 = 54,773 is used for the most significant part of the output, another generator ix2 The move of the value has a pattern with a cycle of about 10,000 or 11,000 points. Consequently, Xn has a cycle, and the accuracy of the integration does not improve after one cycle.
Floyd% Algorithm
We have observed that the vector generated from the out put of ran 1 () seems to have a cycle. In this section, we examine whether ranl () has a short cycle. This time we obtain the cycle given in Table  1 . Table 1 . Anyway, one path requires 360 random numbers, and it takes only a few paths to reach the stationary state. Hence the effect of the initial instability is subtle and can be ignored when examining the wrong convergence. To confirm that the cycle of 10,800 is the cause of the wrong convergence, we compared two Monte Carlo simulations, one a simulation of 1,000,000 paths using ranlo, and the other a simulation of 10,800 paths using the simplified version
That is to say, we approximate the least significant part by 0.5 x l/ml. Here we examine whether we can avoid the incorrect convergence.
We have observed that the inaccuracy is caused because the cycle of ranl () is a multiple of the dimension of the problem, 360. I'Jamely, for the vector x., we assign values as follows:
where a is the number of skipped random numbers. Figure 4 shows the result of Monte Carlo simulations using ranlo with the skip numbers 13, 41, and 143, which give the primes 373, 401, and 503 when added to 360. Compared with drand480, we can say that the anomaly of ranlo is removed.
Further, to check whether they converge to the correct value precisely, we also apply a variance reduction procedure, the antithetic variable technique (Hull 1993) . That is to say, after calculating one path by using a normal random number vector f., which is generated from the uniform random number vector x. as in Section 2.1, we also calculate another path by using -f.. Figure 5 shows the result obtained by using this antithetic variable technique. In this figure, the X-axis represents the number of paths, and not the number of random number vectors. That is to say, the number of random number vectors generated is the half of the number of paths, and is equal to 500,000.
From these experiments, we conclude that if we apply some appropriate techniques, the correct value can be calculated with a good convergence speed by using ranlo.
CONCLUSION
We have investigated why the random number generator ranlo in (Press et al. 1988 ) caused wrong convergence when used for pricing financial derivatives.
The main reason is that the cycle of ranl () is a multiple of the number of dimensions of the problem, 360. Like other multiples of 12, this is a common number of dimensions in the financial domain, because a year has 12 months, and the same phenomenon will occur if the generator is used for pricing other derivative securities.
We have also presented a method for avoiding wrong convergence.
Combined with the antithetic variable technique, ranl () can give the correct value with a good convergence speed.
We would like to examine what hinds of tests used to evaluate random number generators detect this problem with ran lo.
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